
すてきな空間を料理する：
“NAGOMI” (In English: “Harmony and Comfort”)

http://nagomi.mitsuboshi-cutlery.com/

 Slicer: [217 mm] Best for slicing meat, �sh and vegetables. 

 Gyuto: [205 mm] Good for carving up whole cut of meat and large vegetables. 

 Santoku: [180 mm] Good for cutting every foodstu�.  It is highly versatile. 

 Petite: [155 mm] Useful for cutting fruits and vegetables on a small cutting board. 

 Parer: [90 mm] Best for peeling fruits and vegetables. 

 Bread: [205 mm] Good for both hard-baked bread and soft cake. 
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Mitsuboshi Cutlery CO., LTD.

“丸 MARU”



    Tradition
We, Mitsuboshi Cutlery, started business in 1873 in Seki, Japan, which is well known as one of the 
three major cutlery capitals of the world. We have gained enormous technical know-how over the 
years manufacturing OEM products for Western countries. �at technical capability is fully re�ected 
in our original “和 NAGOMI” brand knives.“和 NAGOMI” knives are produced painstakingly 
piece by piece, with careful control of the chemical composition of the blade material, the change in 
molecular structure during quenching, and many other important processes.  �e �nal step on our 
“和 NAGOMI” knives, the sharpening of the blade, is done by our “Master”.

    Quality
�e recent trend has been to produce harder blades, which are more di�cult to sharpen.  �at is 
why we have decided to use a perfect material to balance holding an edge and for easy 
sharpening and have painstakingly developed a special technique.  We wanted to make knives 
you can sharpen at home.  We hope you will be able to use and cherish our knives for a lifetime.

 

    Design
�e “和 NAGOMI” “丸 Maru” series is designed with the “Japanese Modernism” theme that 
will be in harmony with any style of kitchen.  �e smooth bump free grip results from our 
strenuous craftsmanship and from doing many operations by hand.     
�e name “和 NAGOMI” has our wish for every family to enjoy a healthy and happy life. 

5178 Shimouchi, Seki-city, Gifu-pref., 501-3217 JAPAN
phone: 81-(575)-22-2345      facsimile: 81-(575)-22-2347
url: http://nagomi.mitsuboshi-cutlery.com/  
mail: mitsuboshi-cutlery@mc-seki.co.jp

“和NAGOMI” knives were designed to be perfect for the household chef, 
but have qualities that even professionals appreciate. 

�e “丸 MARU” line knife stand has been released.

We o�ered our knives to professional chefs and received comments from them.
One of the comments came from Michelin chef
Tsuyoshi Arai at restaurant “Au 14 Fevrier” in Lyon, France. 

“�e �rst feeling once I gripped “丸 MARU” was very comfortable”.“It �ts into my hand and 
what made me surprised was that I could use it without fatigue”.“I also love the design. �e 
simple but beautiful form is what I was looking for a long time”.“It’s not �ashy but its 
digni�ed presence made me strongly feel the style of Japanese knife”.“More often I grip its 
wooden handle, more it feels an extension of hand”. “Maru is the gift which I would like to 
send with gratitude”.
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